Next Generation GSOC Group Events

The SEC’s Next Generation
GSOC Group is a community of
security leaders who are
planning to consolidate,
expand, or enhance their
GSOCs. The group offers
opportunities for
benchmarking, information
sharing, and continuing
education, as well as access to
resources and discounts. For
more information:

The SEC Next Generation GSOC Group coordinates quarterly meetings – online or in
person – at which group members can network, learn, and share their challenges and
solutions. Online events include member-driven surveys and benchmarking, and on-site
events are hosted by a participating member and include moderated thought leadership
sessions, a presentation from the hosting team about their past, present, and future GSOC
program journey, and a tour of the host’s GSOC facility. The tours allow participating
security leaders to see other GSOCs in action, hear how they manage incidents and
enterprise-wide risk daily, and ask questions to support their own GSOC value proposition.
Previous on-site hosts have included
•
•
•
•

Visa Global Security & Safety
Amazon Global Security
Discover Financial Services
The National Football League
GSOC Event participants hosted by Discover Financial
Services

Click here
Jackie Pizana (Amazon); Francis
D'Addario (SEC); Apolinar Reza
(CEMEX)

Questions?
contact@secleader.com

Feedback from Attendees:
"I found it really useful to hear what types of work Visa did at their GSOC. It gave me an
opportunity to benchmark our operations against theirs, as well as identify things that we
should look at adding moving forward." –Team Lead, Security Operations from a Canadian
municipality
“The visits provide networking opportunities, develop collaborative discussions in areas we
are seeing throughout the industry. In addition, the deployment of new resources provides
different viewpoints we may implement into our security program” – Security Director,
Global Insurance Industry
“The future of protecting businesses and equities rests with the ability for GSOCs to
benchmark best practices and share their journey in providing mission support. Our
teamwork, our struggles, and our insight is needed to better arm each other as the threat
continues to evolve. It was an absolute honor to see the spirit of collaboration and
teamwork that the SEC inspires, and it makes me hopeful that we can bring out the best in
each other in the future” – Security Intelligence Director, Global Entertainment Corporation
Neil Johnston, Justin Karim (Amazon); Francis
D'Addario, Dean Correia (SEC)
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